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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we develop acomputationally attractive monotone scheme for a class of 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the following first-order hyperbolic initial-boundary value problem: 
ut Jr (g(x)u)~ = F(t ,  x, u, ~(u(t, .))), 0 < t < T, a < x < b, 
g(a)u(t, a) = ~(x)u(t, x )dx ,  0 < t < T, (1.1) 
u(O,x) = Uo(X), a < x < b, 
where ~(u(t, .)) = f~ u(t, x) dx. 
The above problem arises in applied sciences. For example, in the case F(t ,  x, u ,~(u(t ,  .))) 
= -m(t ,x ,~(u( t , . ) ) )u  problem (1.1) describes the evolution of a size structured population 
where individuals are competing for common resources (the mortality rate depends on the total 
population). In practice, it is expected that such competition between individuals takes effect if 
the population level reaches high density, i.e., m~ = 0 if ~ < ~0, and m~ > 0 if ~ > ~0 (see [1-3] 
and the literature cited therein). 
Our main objective here is to develop a monotone scheme to approximate the solution of 
problem (1.1) for the case F~ < 0. Such a scheme strongly relies on the comparison principle. 
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However, as was shown in [4], the comparison principle for (1.1) holds only for the case F~ > 0, 
and a counter example was given to indicate the necessity of the nonnegative restriction on F~. 
As a consequence, the conventional construction of monotone sequences of upper and lower 
solutions used in [5-7] fails for the case being considered. To overcome this difficulty, we seek a 
quite different construction of monotone sequences. Furthermore, ach element in the sequences 
can be represented explicitly, and hence, an efficient numerical scheme can be established easily. 
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present an existence-uniqueness re ult 
for problem (1.1) and define upper and lower solutions of (1.1). In Section 3, we construct wo 
auxiliary monotone sequences and show their convergence to the solution of (1.1). In Section 4, 
making use of the result in Section 3, we derive a practicable scheme to approximate the solution 
of (1.1). Finally, in Section 5, we give a numerical example to illustrate the feasibility of applying 
this scheme. 
2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS,  
AND DEFINITION 
OF UPPER AND 
LOWER SOLUTIONS 
For the existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (1.1), the following hypotheses will 
be necessary. 
(H1) g C Cl([a,b]), g > 0 on [a,b), and g(b) = O. 
(H2) ~ • C([a, b]) and V _> 0 in [a, b]. 
(H3) uo • Hl((a,b)), l im~b-(guo)(X) = 0, and u0 satisfies the compatibility condition 
g(a)uo(a) = f :  ~(x)uo(x) dx. 
(H4) Let ~(t ,  u) = F(t,.,  u, ~(u(t, .))). Then 5~(t, u) :  [0, T] x H((a, b)) ~ H((a, b)) is a contin- 
uously differentiable mapping. 
Here H = L2((a, b)) and H I is the Sobolev space with the norm [lU[Iul = [f:(lu[2+tUxl 2) dx]U 2. 
Introduce the operator A : Dom A c H --~ H, defined by A¢ = -~(g¢)  with 
{ // } DomA= ~pEHI~pcH 1, lim (g~p)(x)=O, (g~)(a)--  ~?(x)¢(x)dx . 
x-~b-  
Then problem (1.1) can be written in the following abstract form: 
du 
g--[ = Au  + ~(t ,  u), u(O) = uo, 
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup S(t) on H (see [8] for details). We now 
recall the existence and uniqueness result from [4], which is an application of [8,9]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that Hypotheses (H1)-(H4) hold. Then problem (1.1) has a unique 
solution for 0 < t < T. 
For simplicity, let DT = (O,T) x (a, b). As is well known, problem (1.1) does not possess 
a differentiable solution in general, due to the presence of the nonlocal term in the boundary 
condition. Therefore, we introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A pair of functions u(t, x) and v(t, x) are called an upper and a lower solution 
of (1.1) on DT, respectively, if all the following hold. 
(i) u,v e C(DT) nL~(DT) .  
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(ii) u(O,z) > ug(z) 2 v(O,s), in [u,b]. 
(iii) For every t E (0, T) and every nonnegative {(t, x) E Cl(G), 
s 
b b 
v(t, x)E(t, x) da: I 
s 
0, x)<(O, ~1 da: + 
a a 
4;,~.u,,b~~x~~(-..idxdT 
t b 
+ 
ss 
t b 
$7 + dx)&j da: dr + @‘(T, 2, v, ~(47, .I)) d3: dT. 
0 a Sf 
o 
a 
It is worth noting that the above definition of coupled upper and lower solutions of (1.1) is 
distinct from all the previous definitions. Based on such definition, we can establish a comparison 
principle. To this end, an additional hypothesis is needed. 
(H5) F E C1( [0, T] x [a, b] x R x R) and FV < 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that (Hl), (H2), and (H5) hold. Let u and 21 be an upper solution and 
a lower solution of (1.11, respectively. Then u > v in %. 
PROOF. Let zo(t,x) = v - u. Then w satisfies 
w(0, z) = V(0, x) - 2L(O, x) 5 0, in [a, b] (2.1) 
and 
I 
b b t 
w(t, x)r(t, x) da: 2 4% xK(O, xl dx + <(~,a) bq(x)w(r,x)dxd7. 
a s a / J’ 0 a 
t b 
SJ 
t b 
+ w[[r + g(x)&] dx dr + 
0 a ss 
JA(T, x)w dz dr (2.2) 
0 a 
+ ~t~b~(~,x)B(~,x)~b~(~,~)dydxdr, 
a a 
where A(t,x) = F,(t,x,81(t,x),i0(~(t,.))) and B(t,x) = -F,(t,x,u(t,x),&(t)) with 81 between 
u and v and 82 between cp(u(t,-)) and cp(w(t, .)). 
Proceeding analogously as in the proof of Theorem 3 of [4], we 
conclusion. 
can then draw the desired 
REMARK. If we only require U,V E Lm(&), then we can show that u > v a.e. in DT. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF 
AUXILIARY 
MONOTONE SEQUENCES 
We begin this section by constructing auxiliary monotone sequences of upper and lower solu- 
tions. Suppose that cyo (t, x) and @o( t, x) are a lower and an upper solution of (1.1)) respectively, 
and they are continuously differentiable in t. Under Hypothesis (H5), we can choose a positive 
constant Msuchthat F,(t,x,u,~(v(t,~)))+M > Ofor (t,x) E &andcro(t,x) 5 u(t,x),w(t,x) < 
,&(t, x). We then set up two sequences {cQ}~??~ and {&}~Eo by the following procedure. 
For k = 1,2,. . , let cyk and ,& satisfy the coupled system 
(ak)t + (Pk)z = F(h x,ak-l,$+k-1)) - M(Qk - Qk-l), on DT, 
I 
b 
9(abrc(G a> = dx)@k(t, x) dx, on ((AT), (3.1) 
ak(O, x) = d&‘-$, in [a, b] 
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and 
(~k)t + (g/3k)~ = F(t, x,/3k-1, ~(ak-1)) -- M(/3k --/3k-1), on DT, 
g(a)/3~(t,a)= n(x)flk(t,x)dx, on (O,T), 
/3k(0,x) = uo(z), in [a,b]. 
(3.2) 
Since a0 and/30 are continuously differentiable in t, the existence of ctk and/3k is guaranteed by 
Theorem 1.11 of [10]. We first show that ao <_ 31 _</31 _</30. Let w(t, x) = ao - 31. Then w 
satisfies (2.1),(2.2) with A(t,x)  = -M and B(t ,x)  = 0. Thus, by the comparison principle, 
w(t, x) <_ O, which implies that a0 _< c~1. In a similar manner, it can be shown that ~1 _</30. 
Then let w(t,x)  = 31 -/30. Since ao ~ 31, w satisfies (2.1),(2.2) with the same A(t ,x)  and 
B(t, x) as in (2.2). Thus, by comparison 31 _</30. Similarly, it can be seen that a0 < ~I. 
We now claim that 31 and ~1 are a lower and an upper solution of (1.1), respectively. On the 
one hand, by (H5) and a0 <_ 31 <_/30, the right-hand side of the equation in (3.1) satisfies 
F(t, x, ao, T(/3o)) - M(at  - ao) 
= -[F~(t, x, 0o, ~(/3o)) + M](al - ao) + F(t, x, al, ~(/3o)) -< F(t, x, al, ~(/31)) 
(3.3) 
with a0 _< 00 _< ~0. 
On the other hand, by (H5) and ao _</31 -</30, the right-hand side of the equation in (3.2) 
satisfies 
F(t, x,/30, ~(ao)) - M(/31 - ~3o) 
= [F~(t, x, ~o, ~(ao)) + M](~o -/31) + F(t, x, ~1, ~(ao)) _> F(t, x,/31, ~(31)) 
(3.4) 
with ao <_ ~o _</30. 
We then assume that for some k > 1, ak and 13k are a lower and an upper solution of (1.1), 
respectively. By similar reasoning, we can show that ak <_ ak+l <_ Pk+l <-- ~k and that ak+l and 
/3k+1 are also a lower and an upper solution of (1.1), respectively. Hence, by induction, we obtain 
two monotone sequences that satisfy 
ao _< 31 _< --- < ak _</3k <_ -'- _</31 _</30, in DT, for each k = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  
Using the above information, we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that Hypotheses (H1)-(H5) hold. Furthermore, suppose that ao(t,x) 
and/3o(t,x) are a lower and an upper solution of (1.1), respectively, and they are continuously 
differentiable in t. Then there exist monotone sequences {ak (t, x)} and {¢~k(t, x)} which converge 
in 1[-[[ to the unique solution u(t,x) uniformly/:or 0 < t < T. Moreover, the order of convergence 
is 1/near. 
PROOF. We first note that from the pointwise convergence and the boundedness of the sequences 
{ak} and {/3k}, one can easily obtain the following result using the dominated convergence 
theorem: 
T 
~o [llak(t,-) - ak- l ( t ,  ")11 + IJ/3k(t, ") --/3k-l(t, ')[H dt --* O, as k --* c~. (3.5) 
Introduce the notations u(t) = u(t, .), ak(t) = ak(t, "), and/3k(t) = ~k(t,-). Prom the solution 
representation formula, we have 
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~0 tu(t) = s(t)uo + s ( t  - r ) I ( r ,  u(r))  dr (3.6) 
and 
~0 tsk(t )  = S(t)uo + S(t  - r ){F( r ,  . ,Sk_l(T) ,~(/3k_l(r))   - -  M[Sk(T  ) - -  Sk_ l ( r ) ]}dr .  (3.7) 
Since S(t) is a C0-semigroup, there exist positive constants M0 and a such that IIS(t)ll _ Moe ~t. 
In addition, by virtue of (H4), ~" is continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous in u uniformly for 
0 < t < T and s0 _< u </3o. Hence, subtracting (3.6) from (3.7) and manipulating the resulting 
integral equation, we find that 
~0 tl isa(t) - u(t)ll _< I IS ( t - r ) [F ( r , . ,  sa -1  (r),  ~0(/~k-1 ( r ) ) ) -F ( r , . ,  ]~k_l (7"), ~,(/3k_~(r)))] II d r  
/o '+ IIS(t - r)[2(r,/3k-l(r)) - .f'(r, u(r))]ll d r  
+ . [ *  I IS(t  - r)M[ak(7) - sk -~( r ) ] l l  dr 
/o /oo' <_ Moe at Mll lak-l(r) - u(r)l l  dr + Moe ~* M211/3k-l(r) - u(r)l[ dr  
+ Mo eat .it MIIsk(r) - ak-l(r) l l  dr 
// <_ MoM3e aT [ l lsk(r) - u(r)l l  + liCk(r) - u ( r ) l l ]dr  
/o + MoM4e aT [ l lsk(r) - Sk-l(r)ll + 1l/3k(r) - /3k - l ( r ) l I ]  d'r. 
(3.s) 
Similarly, we also find that 
~0 tI I~( t )  - u(t) l l  _ MoM3e '~T [ l lak( r )  - u ( r ) l l  + 11/3k(r) - u( r ) l l ]  dr 
/o" + MoMae ~r [ l lsk(r) - sk - l ( r ) l l  + 11/3k(r) - ¢~k-l(7)ll] dr. 
(3.9) 
Thus, we have 
f0 t I lak(t )  - u(t ) l l  + I I&( t )  - u(t) l l  ___ M~ [ l lak( r )  - u ( r ) l l  + I l f lk(r)  - u ( r ) l l ]  dr 
/o +/1'/6 [l lak(r) - ak - l ( r ) l l  + 11/3k(r) - /~k- l ( r ) l l ]  dr. 
(3.10) 
Using Gronwall's inequality, we then obtain 
T 
IlSk(t) --u(t) l[  + II/~a(t) -u ( t ) [ I  < MoeM~T~o [ l l sk ( r ) - -ak - l ( r ) l  I + [I/3k(T)--~k_l(T)l l]dT, 
which in conjunction with (3.5) establishes the uniform convergence r sult. 
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As for the linear convergence, from the representation formula we can see that 
j~0 t Ilak(t) - ~k(t)ll _< II:~(t - T)[F(~-,., ak-1 (T), ~V(/~k--l(T))) -- F(%.,/~k_l(~'), ~(/~k_l (T)))]II dT 
+ IIS(t - r)[~'(r, ~k_~(r)) - ¢'(r, ~k_~(r))]l I dr  
+ I IS ( t - r ) [F ( r , . ,ak_~(r ) ,~(ak_~(r ) ) ) -F (~ ' , ' ,~k-~(7" ) ,~(~k-~(r ) ) ) ] l ld~-  
/o + IIS(t--r)M[ak(r) --/3k(T)]ll dT+ IIS(t - T)M[ak_I(T) -- ~k_~(T)]ll dT 
< Moe ~r Milan(r)  - ~( r ) l l  dr + Moe ~r M~II~-I(~')  - ¢~-~(r)ll d~ 
<_ MoMe ~" I I~(r )  - ~( r ) l l  dr  + TMoM~e~r  suplla~_~(t) -- ~_~(t)l l ] .  
[O,TI 
Upon application of Gronwall's inequality, we finally obtain 
sup lick(t) - fMt)ll _ TMoMTe aT+TM°Me~T sup Ilak-~(t) - ~k-l(t)] l .  
[0,T] [0,T] 
4.  PRACTICABLE MONOTONE SCHEME 
From the numerical point of view, the monotone sequences introduced in Section 3 cannot be 
calculated easily due to the nonlocal boundary condition. However, these sequences can be mod- 
ified to yield new computationally attractive sequences that have explicit solution representation 
and preserve the same monotonicity and convergence properties. This is the goal of Section 4. 
Suppose that a0(t, x) and ~0(t, x) are a lower and an upper solution of problem (1.1), respec- 
tively. We set up two sequences {&k}~°=o and {~k}~=0 by the following procedure. Let 5o = ~0 
and ~0 = f~0. For k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  let &k and f~k satisfy the system 
b 
g(a)&k (t, a) = ~ TI(x)&k- 1 (t, x) dx, 
ak(o, z)  = uo(z), 
on DT, 
on (0, T), 
in [a, b] 
(4.1) 
and 
(~k) t "4- (g~k)x ---- F (1~, x, f~k_l, ~ ((~k_l)) -- i (~k-  ~k-1) , on DT, 
Z ° 9(~)~k(t,a) = n(z)~k_~(t,x)dx, on (O,T), 
~k(O, x) = Uo(X), in [a, b]. 
(4.2) 
Note that the only difference between these sequences and those in Section 3 is that the boundary 
conditions here are of local nature, that is, the boundary conditions for &k and ~k depend on 
&k-1 and f~k-1 which have already been computed. Such modification makes it possible to 
obtain explicit representation formulas for &k and ~k. In fact, if we define X(t; t, k) to be the 
characteristic curve passing through the point (t, ~), i.e., X(t; t, ~.) is the solution of the ordinary 
equation 
-~x  (t;L~) = g (x  (t;~,~)) x ff;L~) = ~. 
dt 
Then, from (H1) it is clear that X is a strictly increasing function, and thus, a unique inverse 
F(x; t, ~) exists. Let G(x) = F(x; O, a). Then (G(x), x) is the characteristic curve passing through 
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(0, a) and divides the plane into two parts. Now for any point (t, x), the function Ok(t, x) satisfies 
/o t ak(t ,x)  = uo(X(O;t,x))B(t;O) + B(t;T) 
× [F (T,X(T;t,x),Ok-I(T,X(T;t,x)),qO(~k-I (T, '))) ~- MOk_ 1 (T,X (T;t,x))] aT, 
(4.3a) 
for t < G(x), and 
fF t 5zk(t,x) = nk_ l (C(a; t ,x) )B(t ;F(a; t ,x) )  + B(t; T) (a;t,x) 
X [F (T,X (T; t,X),0k_ 1 (T,X (T; t, z)) , (p (~k-1 (T, .))) -~ M0k_ 1 (T,X (T;t,x))] dT, 
(4.3b) 
for t > G(x), where 
( /' ) B( t ;T )=exp - -M( t - -T ) - -  g~(X(s ; t ,x) )ds  
and 
Rk- l ( t )  ---- -~  •(x)&k_l(t,x)dx. 
A similar representation formula can be obtained for/3k(t, x) by interchanging & and ~ in (4.3). 
Making use of the result in Section 3, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that all the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold. Then there exist monotone 
sequences {Ok(t, x)} and {~k (t, x)} which converge in []-II to the unique solution u( t, x) uniformly 
for 0 < t < T. Moreover, the order of convergence is linear. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that {ak}, {~k} and {&k}, {~k} are alternate. To this end, we first 
show that 51 < al  _< a2 -< a2 and/32 _< ~2 _< ~1 _< ¢}x. 
Since a0 < aa and ~1 _< ~o, it is easy to see that ax _< al  and/31 _</31. Furthermore, because 
F~(t ,x ,u( t ,x) ,~(v(t , . ) ) )  + M >_ 0 for (t,x) E DT and ao(t,x) < u(t ,x) ,v( t ,x)  <_ 13o(t,x), and 
F~ _< 0, we find that 
M (C~l - ct0) 
>_ [Fu (t,x, Oo,~(~o)) + M] (51 - a0) - M(02 - OLi) ~ -M  (&2 - al)  
(4.4) 
and 
F (t, x,/~1, qD (01)) - F(t,x,]~o,~(o:o) ) - M (~2-/31) -[- M (~1- ~0) 
[F u (t,x,~o,~(O~o)) Jr-M] (~1-~0) - M (~2- ~1) -~ -M (~2- ~1), 
(4.5) 
since ao _< c)1 and ¢)1 _< flo- Thus, by comparison, we have that al < a2 and ~2 < fla. On the 
~ 
other hand, since &l -< al and fll < ill, we find that 
F(t,x, Ctl,(fl(/~l))-F(t,x,(}l,~(~l))-M(o~2-o~I)-[-M(~2-O1) 
>_ [Fu (t,X, Ol,~9(~l)) -t-M] (o~,-~l)-l~Ir(ct2-02) ~> -M(oz2-(t2) 
(4.6) 
and 
(4.7) 
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From the comparison principle, it follows that &2 _< a2 and/32 <_/~2. 
We then assume that for some k > 1, &k _< ak <_ &k+l and/~k+l _</3k _</3k- Arguing similarly, 
we can show that &k+l <_ ak+l ~ &k+2 and /~k+2 <-- /3k+1 ~ /~k+l- Hence, by induction, we can 
see that 
which completes the proof. 
5. A NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
In this section, we give a numerical example based on the scheme in Section 4. We set a = 0, 
b = 1, and T = 3/2. We let g(x) = 1 -x ,  ~(x) = 2x, F(t,  x, u(t, x), ~(u(t, .))) = -e~(U(t,'))u(t, x), 
and uo(x) = cos 4:rx + 3/2x + 1. And we choose a0(t, x) = 0 and/30(t, x) = 5. Clearly, this choice 
satisfies the definition given in Section 2. 
To approximate the solution of problem (1.1), we consider a simple first-order discretization of
all the integrals defined in (4.3) over a mesh of points generated by the characteristic equation 
through the point (0,a) with k -- 1 , . . . ,  20. In Figure 1, we present he final iterate/~20(t,x). 
Note that suPbVl~20(t,x ) -(~20(t,x)l ~ 10 -9, which indicates the rapid convergence of this 
scheme. 
A X 
.Q 
t 0 0 x 
Figure 1. The approximate solution ~2°(t, x). 
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